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Using Innodisk’s iCell Technology 

To Prevent Data Loss in SSDs

White Paper

Introduction

Triggering DRAM Buffer to Flash Data Transfer during 

Sudden Power Outage

T h i s  w h i t e  p a p e r 

p r e s e n t s  I n n o d i s k ’ s 

i C e l l  Te c h n o l o g y ’ s 

solution for data loss 

during sudden power 

failure. Through the use 

of capacitors, voltage 

detectors and buffer 

m a n a g e m e n t ,  d a t a 

stored in volatile DRAM 

is sent to flash storage 

b e f o r e  t o t a l  p o w e r 

loss to a system. iCell 

Technology finds use in 

a variety of applications 

i n  t h e  I P C  i n d u s t r y 

where backup power is 

not always available.
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How 
Innodisk’s 
iCell 
Technology 
prevents 
SSD data 
loss

Innodisk’s iCell Technology Architecture

SSDs apply DRAM buffering during operations. This makes I/O operations 

faster and more efficient. iCell Technology takes this architecture a step 

further by engineering several capacitors on the IC board to provide 

power buffering after sudden power outage. The capacitors deliver an 

instantaneous charge after voltage detectors in the circuitry detect a sudden 

change from regular 5V to low voltage.

Under normal operating conditions – while power supply remains constant 

– user data (including data in the DRAM buffer) can be written to flash 

storage. In the case of sudden power failure, there is a potential for data in 

the buffer to be lost.

iCell Technology, when abnormal power-off occurs, can detect the lower 

voltage caused by the sudden power shut-off and sends feedback to the SSD 

controller. Once the SSD controller receives this feedback signal, the SSD 

firmware triggers a mechanism to write the data into the flash storage. As 

a result, iCell is able to provide power during power outage, preventing any 

data loss from happening.

Controller
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Data Buffer Management

iCell Technology contains 10 DRAM buffers for write command. Each buffer 

has a 128KB capacity. When a host writes data to an SSD, the data is written 

to the DRAM buffer first. The data is handled on a first in, first out basis.

Testing Data

The image below shows data captured from an SSD without iCell Technology 

during a power outage. Residual power in the system is only around 2ms. 

Data cannot be written to flash storage before total power loss. See Figure 1.
The image below shows data being captured from an SSD with iCell 

Technology during a sudden power outage. Residual power available to the 

SSD is around 60ms. The SSD writes 15MB of data to flash within 60ms. See 
Figure 2.

When the voltage detector detects low power, it will stop all operations. The 

SSD will go into an abnormal power down status. The SSD then writes all 

data in the DRAM buffer to flash storage. iCell Technology can write up to 
15MB of data to flash storage in 60ms.

Application
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Conclusion The captured data from the two images above clearly illustrates the benefit 
gained from using iCell Technology with SSDs. An increase of 60ms of system 

power allows the controller to flush data from DRAM to flash storage. iCell 
Technology offers a valuable data protection mechanism for the solid-state 

drive industry. Using capacitors with voltage detectors ensures instant, 

reliable and total transfer of buffer data to flash storage. On top of that, 
iCell’s sophisticated data buffer management guarantees all buffer data is 

flushed to the flash chip before total power loss.


